dark patterns and design policy
how does design impact policy?
dark patterns
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Design can be an equalizing action that distills code and policy into understandable interfaces.
Report an issue

How is this Tweet abusive or harmful?

- It's disrespectful or offensive
- Includes private information
- Includes targeted harassment
- It directs hate against a protected category (e.g., race, religion, gender, orientation, disability)
- Threatening violence or physical harm
- They're encouraging self-harm or suicide

Learn more about reporting other violations of our rules.
why do we need something like design policy?
GDPR
GDPR has been radically misinterpreted 😱

@carolinesinders
SPOOKS ON TAPE?

Transcripts of wired informants spying on George Papadopoulos could be ‘game changer,’ says Gowdy

Brennan may have set his own perjury trap: Judge Napolitano
Rep. Meadows: Declassification of key Russia probe documents ‘right around the corner’
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GDPR implemented correctly
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tech needs structure.
users need agency.
we need to incorporate design findings into policy, dark patterns in particular
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Have more questions?

Get in touch with our incredibly friendly and helpful support staff, available around the clock on business days.

Unlock powerful tools for your videos

Upload more videos, and get advanced video hosting, marketing, and analytics tools when you join one of our plans below. If for any reason you don’t feel Vimeo is the best thing since sliced pixels, we’ll give you your money back (see our refund policy for details).
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Continue with Basic
design can [create, shift, and make interventions and translations of] bad, good, mediocre, and great technology....
thank you!
csinders@gmail.com